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Abstract 

Recognition of human bodies in images is a 

challenging task that can facilitate numerous 

applications, like scene understanding and activity 

recognition. In order to cope with the highly 

dimensional pose space, scene complexity, and 

various human appearances, the majority of existing 

works require computationally complex training and 

template matching processes. We propose a bottom-

up methodology for automatic extraction of human 

bodies from single images, in the case of almost 

upright poses in cluttered environments. The 

position, dimensions, and color of the face are used 

for the localization of the human body, construction 

of the models for the upper and lower body according 

to anthropometric constraints, and estimation of the 

skin color. Different levels of segmentation 

granularity are combined to extract the pose with 

highest potential. The segments that belong to the 

human body arise through the joint estimation of the 

foreground and background during the body part 

search phases, which alleviates the need for exact 

shape matching. 

 

Introduction: 

Extraction of the human body in unconstrained still 

images is challenging due to several factors, including 

shading, image noise, occlusions, background clutter, 

the high degree of human body deformability, and the 

unrestricted positions due to in and out of the image 

plane rotations. Knowledge about the human body 

region can benefit various tasks, such as determination 

of the human layout, recognition of actions from static 

images and sign language recognition. Human body 

segmentation and silhouette extraction have been a 

common practice when videos are available in 

controlled environments, where background 

information is available, and motion can aid the 

segmentation through background subtraction. In static 

images, however, there are no such cues, and the 

problem of silhouette extraction is much more 

challenging, especially when we are considering 

complex cases. Moreover, methodologies that are able 

to work at a frame level can also work for sequences of 

frames, and facilitate existing methods for action 

recognition based on silhouette features and body 

skeletonization. 

The major contributions of this study address upright 

and not occluded poses. 

1) We propose a novel framework for automatic 

segmentation of human bodies in single images. 

2) We combine information gathered from different 

levels of image segmentation, which allows efficient 

and robust computations upon groups of pixels that are 

perceptually correlated. 

3) Soft anthropometric constraints permeate the whole 

process and uncover body regions. 

4) Without making any assumptions about the fore 

ground and background, except for the assumptions 

that sleeves are of similar color to the torso region, and 

the lower part of the pants is similar to the upper part 

of the pants, we structure our searching and extraction 

algorithm based on the premise that colors in body 

regions appear strongly 

 

RELATED WORK 

We classify approaches for human body segmentation 

into the following categories. The first includes 
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interactive methods ([10]–[14]) that expect user input 

in order to discriminate the foreground and 

background. Interactive segmentation methods are 

useful for generic applications, and have the potential 

to produce very accurate results in complex cases. 

However, since they rely on low-level cues and do not 

employ object-specific knowledge, they often require 

user input to guide their process, and are inappropriate 

for many real-world problems, where automation is 

necessary. In general, this category differs from the 

other two, which are automatic and often task specific.  

The second category includes top-down approaches, 

which are based upon a priori knowledge, and use the 

image content to further refine an initial model. Top-

down approaches have been proposed ([15]–[17]) as 

solutions to the problem of segmenting human bodies 

from static images. The main characteristic of these 

approaches is that they require high-level knowledge 

about the foreground, which in the case of humans is 

their pose. One method for object recognition and pose 

estimation is the pictorial structures (PS) model and its 

variations ([3], [18]–[20]). In general, human body 

segmentation approaches based on PS models can deal 

with various poses, but they rely on high-level models 

that might fail in complex scenarios, restricting the 

success of the end results. Besides, high-level 

inference is time consuming and, thus, these methods 

usually are computationally expensive. 

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED WORK: 

 

FACE DETECTION 

Localization of the face region in our method is 

performed using OpenCV’s implementation of the 

Viola–Jones algorithm [33] that achieves both high 

performance and speed. The algorithm utilizes the 

Adaboost method on combinations of a vast pool of 

Haar-like features, which essentially aim in capturing 

the underlying structure of a human face, regardless of 

skin color.Since skin probability in our methodology is 

learned from the face region adaptively, we prefer an 

algorithm that is based on structural features of the 

face. The Viola–Jones face detector is prone to false 

positive detections that can lead to unnecessary 

activations of our algorithm and faulty skin detections. 

To refine the results of the algorithm, we propose 

using the skin detection method presented in [34], and 

the face detection algorithm presented in [35]. The 

skin detection method is based on color constancy and 

a multilayer perceptron neural network trained on 

images collected under various illumination conditions 

both indoor and outdoor, and containing skin colors of 

different ethnic groups. The face detection method is 

based on facial feature detection and localization using 

low-level image processing techniques, image 

segmentation, and graph-based verification of the 

facial structure. 

 
 

WATERSHED TRANSFORMATION 

Watershed Transformation is the concept of 

Watersheds which is well known in topography. It was 

first proposed as a potential method for image 
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segmentation. It is a morphological based method of 

image segmentation. The gradient magnitude of an 

image is considered as a topographic surface for the 

watershed transformation. Watershed lines can be 

found by different ways. The complete division of the 

image through watershed transformation relies mostly 

on a good estimation of image gradients. The result of 

the watershed transform is de- graded by the 

background noise and produces the over-segmentation. 

Also, under segmentation is produced by low-contrast 

edges generate small magnitude gradients, causing 

distinct regions to be erroneously merged. There are 

different ways to find watershed lines. Different 

approaches may be employed to use the watershed 

principle for segmentation. Local minima of the 

gradient of the image may be chosen as markers, in 

this case an over-segmentation is produced and a 

second step involves region merging. Marker based 

watershed transformation make use of specific marker 

positions which have been either explicitly defined by 

the user or determined automatically with 

morphological operators or Watershed segmentation is 

a common technique for image segmentation. 

 
 

SKIN DETECTION 

Among the most prominent obstacles to detecting skin 

regions in images and video are the skin tone 

variations due to illumination and ethnicity, skin-like 

regions and the fact that limbs often do not contain 

enough contextual information to discriminate them 

easily. In this study, we propose combining the global 

detection technique [39] with an appearance model 

created for each face, to better adapt to the 

corresponding human’s skin color (Fig. 3). The 

appearance model provides strong discrimination 

between skin and skin-like pixels, and segmentation 

cues are used to create regions of uncertainty. Regions 

of certainty and uncertainty comprise a map that 

guides the Grab-Cut algorithm, which in turn outputs 

the final skin regions. False positives are eliminated 

using anthropometric constraints and body conne

 

 
Fig: skin Detection Example 

 

UPPER BODY SEGMENTATION: 

In this section, we present a methodology for 

extraction of the whole upper human body in single 

images, extending [40], which dealt with the case, 

where the torso is almost upright and facing the 

camera. The only training needed is for the initial step 

of the process, namely the face detection and a small 

training set for the global skin detection process. The 

rest of the methodology is mostly appearance based 

and relies on the assumption that there is a connection 
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between the human body parts. Processing using 

super-pixels instead of single pixels, which are 

acquired byan image segmentation algorithm, yield 

more accurate results and allow more efficient 

computations. The initial and most crucial step in our 

methodology is the detection of the face region, which 

guides the rest of the process. The information 

extracted in this step is significant. First, the color of 

the skin in a person’s face can be used to match the 

rest of his or her visible skin areas,making the skin 

detection process adaptive to each person. Second, the 

location of the face provides a strong cue about the 

rough location of the torso. Here, we deal with cases, 

where the torso is below the face region, but without 

strong assumptions about in and out of plane rotations. 

Third, the size of the face region can further lead to the 

estimation of the size of body parts according to 

anthropometric constraints. Face detection here is 

primarily conducted using the Viola–Jones face 

detection algorithm for both frontal and side views. 

Since face detection is the cornerstone of our 

methodology, we refine the results of the 

aforementioned method using the face 

detectionalgorithm presented in [35]. 

Figure: 

upper body segmentation 

 

LOWER BODY EXTRACTION: 

The algorithm for estimating the lower body part, 

inorder to achieve full body segmentation is very 

similar to the one for upper body extraction. The 

difference is the anchor points that initiate the leg 

searching process. In the case of upper body 

segmentation, it was the position of the face that aided 

the estimation of the upper body location. In the case 

of lower body segmentation, it is the upper body that 

aids the estimation of the lower body’s position. More 

specifically, the general criterion we employ is that the 

upper parts of the legs should be underneath and near 

the torso region. Although the previously estimated 

UBR provides a solid starting point for the leg 

localization, different types of clothing like long coats, 

dresses, or color similarities between the clothes of the 

upper and lower body might make the torso region 

appear different (usuallylonger) than it should be. To 

better estimate the torso region,we perform a more 

refined torso fitting process, which does not require 

extensive computations, since the already estimated 

shape provides a very good guide. 

 
Figure: Lower body Segmentation 

 

RESULTS: 

To evaluate our algorithm, we used samples from the 

publicly available INRIA person dataset [41], which 

includes people performing everyday activities in 

outside environments inmostly upright position. This is 

a challenging dataset, since the photos are taken under 

various illumination conditions, in heavily cluttered 

environments and people appear in various types of 

clothing. 

 
Figure: Full body Segmentation 
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Conclusion 

The first advantage of our methodology over those 

tested is that it can automatically localize and segment 

the human body.Additionally, the final results achieve 

very good accuracy, evenin complex scenarios, and the 

small standard deviation shows that it is stable. The 

main advantages of our method are as follows. First, 

we combine cues from multiple levels of 

segmentation; therefore, to take into consideration 

different perceptual groupings from coarse to fine. 

Second, during our searching process, we try to find 

arbitrary salient regions that are comprised by 

segments that appear strongly inside the 

(hypothesized) foreground rectangles and weakly 

outside. By considering foreground and background 

conjunctively, we alleviate the need for exact mask 

fitting and dense searching, and we allow the masks to 

be large according to anthropometric constraints so 

that they may perform sufficient sampling in fewer 

steps. Third, we demonstrate how soft anthropometric 

constraints can guide and automate the process in 

many levels, from efficient mask creation and 

searching to the refinement of the probabilistic map 

that leads to the final mask for the body regions. 

Searching for the upper and lower body parts, as well 

as the similar process of torso fitting, however, still 

remain one of the most computationally expensive 

steps of the methodology. 
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